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Models based on S0(10) are presented In which a second Z ("Z-") can
have a mass as low as 230 GeV/c? without appreciably distorting the lower-
energy picture. In such models the lightest Z("Zi") Is very close to the
predicted mass In the standard picture, 1 > M(Zi)/N(Z0) > 0.98. The major
constraint preventing MIZj) from being even lower comes Trom experiments on
parity violation In heavy atoms. Other properties of Z2, and ways to
discover 1t, are discussed.
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and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessar.ly state or reflect those
United States Government or any agency thereof.

Experimental results supporting the standard SU(2) x U(l) picture of
electroweak interactions continue to accumulate. In the near future we can
look forward to more direct confirmation of this theory through the study of
Its predicted vector bosons H , ZQ. It thus makes sense to re-examine the way
in which small departures from the standard picture at energies up to about 100
GeV can point the way to a richer structure In the several-hundred-GeV regime.

As an example of the new physics that could be present, we have examined a
particular model based on S0I10) which can have an extra neutral vector boson ("Z"1
at (relatively low mass. ' This boson arises because of an effective
SU(3) c o l o r x

 s u ( z ! w e a | , x "(1) * U ( D theory at scales below several hundred GeV.
The other neutral massive boson will be denoted I,. He find Its properties very
similar to the standard ZQ.

Our results. In brief, are that the Z2 and its effects are well hidden:
(1) The effective neutral current Hamilton)an dt Or * 0 acquires an

additional piece which only couples to charged leptons and quarks. Neutrinr
neutral-current interactions are unaffected (as are all chJrged-current inter-
atlons).2'

(2) The major constraint on the parameters of the modified theory comes
from parity-violation 1n heavy atoms. '

(3) With the above constraint, the mass limits on Z ? are relatively weak:
M(ZZ) > 2^M(Z0) (1)

while only a small shif t in the mass of the lower Z Is generated:

0.98 iHU^ /HUf l ) i i W

(4) The Z, couples relatively feebly to uu and hence 1s harder to produce
1n hadronic collisions than one might anticipate on purely dimensional grounds.

Why do we consider a theory based on S0(10)? Why isn ' t the standard SU(5)
model enough?

In SU(5) the right-handed fcrmions appear to belong to 5 and 10 representa-
tions, and the left-handed ones to their charge-conjugates. 50(10) unifies
these4' Into a 16* h D 5 + 10* + 1 and a >„, h Z> 5* + 10 + 1 at the modest
price of additional SU(5) singlets. The forms of the charge-conjugation and
parity operations are somewhat more transparent in SO(IO) than in SU(5): they
mix representations in the lat ter, but 1n the former5' they either carry
16-dimensiona) representations into themselves (C) or their complex conjugates
(P). Furthermore, anomaly cancellation has to be arranged by hand 1n SU(5), but
Is automatic In S0(10).

Why do we Invoke S0(10) at a l l when discussing physics only at several
hundred GeV? We wi l l discuss a particular form of symmetry breakdown.
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which looks most transparent when viewed In the context of $0(10). Our results
art more general,6' but their motivation Is somewhat diluted If viewed outside
the context of a grand unified theory. Moreover, we shall have occasion to
resort to S0(10) for some of our estimates of coupling constants.

He adopt two Initial *orms of S0(10) breaking:
(A) S0(10) * SU(S) x U(l).v- (4)

(5)
SU(S) x 11(1). .

(B) S0(10) - S0(6) x S0(4)

The first may be accomplished via a Higgs 45-plet, while the second requires a
54-plet or 210-pitt of SO(1O).7' Ue than imagine the symmetries to be broken
further down to SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l )xU(l) . The two U(1)'s in scheme (A) tre
U(1L and U(1) , and the charge will Involve only the first:

(A) Q . 1 ^ -f (6)

Those In (B) are U(1) B. L (coming from 50(6) - SU(4) O SU(3)C x U(1)B_L)
and U(1)R (coming from S0(4) - SU(2)L x SU(2)R3 SU(2)L x U(1)R). Here the
charge is: 8 )

<B> 0 ' '31 * '3R * ¥ (7>
To accomplish the final breaking (3), we now make us* of two Higgs 16-plets.

These contain two neutral members. The usual left-handed doublet Is *,
(analogous to vL in the 16-plet of fermions), transforming as a S -plet under
SU(5). There Is also a right-handed doublet » 2 (analogous to v L ) , transforming
as an SU(S) singlet. Ue denote the corresponding vacuum expectation values by

< *!> = v,i < *2 > « v2; R = v 2 / v ? (8)

The ratio R approaches - In the limit of the standard model, and, as we shall
see, is constrained by P-violatlon experiments to exceed about 10.

The result of our assumptions for the weak neutral current Hamilton!an at
zero momentum transfer Is a simple addition to the piece w{J in the standard
model, which we may write

Hi --K linv (I,I3L

(I3 (9)

In the "A" scheme, we find

[• v" (UR - Icos
26 Q)

x [* Yp (I3R - |cos
26 Q) + ] , (io)

while the form In the "B" scheme displays the manifest left-right symmetry
characteristic of this scheme:

(B) (I3R

(I3R

'R

QH ] • (11)

Here gR Is the coupling constant characteristic of the U(1)R, while gL

characterizes the SU(2)L and s1n
Ze » eZ/gL

2. The two forms (10) and (11)
coincide when S0(10) Is broken all the way down to SU(3)C x SU(2)L x U(l) x U(l)
at a single stage.

Since neutrinos have '3R " 0 " 0, the additional terms don't affect neutrino
neutral current Interactions at zero momentum transfer. The charged currents in
SU(2)L also are not affected by any of the present modifications. Thus, much
of the phenomenology of the standard SU(2) x U(l) model remains Intact. In
particular, since determination of the weak mixing angle e is In large part
governed by neutrino neutral current Interactions, one continues to have
x = s1n2e= 0.23 (or, with radiative corrections, x -0.215 ± 0.012.)10'

Experiments on heavy atoms measure a form of weak charge. The theoretical
expression for this charge In bismuth may be written in terms of the parameter R
In Eq. (8) and a parameter

.2cos 8 ("A" scheme)

("B" scheme)
(12)

qjh • - [43 + 332x] • ^ [43 * 332x] . (13)

0.23. The limits on the additional

The experimental value '
q|jxpt • -135 t 17.5

agrees with the standard picture for x
contribution In (13) then require

R > 10 ("A" scheme)

and a range of bounds R > 9-11 for plausible values of gR in the "8" scheme.
(These are estimated by assuming that 50(4) -> SU(2)L x U(1)R breaks down at

(14)

(15)



some mass at least as high as = 109 Gev. which s e e * required 1n a grand

unified theory based on SO(1O). )

No other experimental constraint on R is as tight as parity violation ^

heavy atoms. As an example, polarized electron-deuteron scattering at SLAC

measures a combination of neutral-current parameters 3 S + y

7p x )/R (16)(3 a • y ) t n . -3 + f x • (3

(3 5 + Y )
e X p t • - 1.8 t 0.48 (")

The (1/R) term vanishes when if - 9/20, corresponding to x - 1/4 in the "A"
scheme. These experiments thus turn out to be very insensitive to the additional
contribution. Parity-violation in atomic hydrogen could In principle provide
a constraint, but results are still In the future.

Me have heard at this conference results on weak asymmetries in
e*e" - u*u~. 16^ These can measure, among other things, a parameter h M which
can be written for our purposes at

The experimental value, averaged over results of four groups working at PETRA, is

hJJpt - 0.31 t 0.04 . t'9>
leading only to the bound R > 2.5. Weak asymmetries at higher energies (closer
to the Z, pole) tend to resemble those of the standard model more closely; it is
only as energies approaching the second Z are encountered that substantial
differences from the standard model show up. The effects thus are less dramatic
than In at least sore other models.

The assumptions we have made allow predictions of a range of masses for Z,
and Z,. Here one needs estimates of coupling constants associated with the
extra U(l). In the "A" scheme, these may be obtained by assuming the breaking
(4) occurs at some mass between the SU(5) unification mass (case A.I) and the
Planck mass (case A.2). In the "B" scheme, the masses at which S0(6) and S0(4)
undergo further breakdowns are Inversely correlated; case B.I corresponds to the
case in which S0(6) breaks down at the highest possible «ass, while in B.2 it is
50(4) which breaks down at the highest possible mass.

The masses are shown In Fig. 1. In each case the Z, lies within 2i of the
mass predicted for the standard !„. (This value itself Is uncertain to rt, and
Is at present expected to be about 93 GeV/c2 when radiative corrections are
taken into account.)10' The Z 2 must have a mass of at least 2.5 times
the standard lQ value, or about 230 GeV/c .

Since the effects of the second Z are so small at lower energies, what are

.90 .94 .96

Fig. 1 . Relations between HZ/MQ and H,/Ho as functions of R ; Wz/v-iV (labels
on curves). Shaded regions correspond to ranges of R allowed by expt. of Bef. I I .
(a) Breakdown via Eq. ( 4 ) ; (b) breakdown via Eq. (5 ) . Cases correspond to
plausible ranges of couplings.



its prospects for being observed directly? The process e e" • Z, -» hadrons Is

an obvious one, which might stand a chance at the highest LEP energies. & have

found that weak effects off the Z 2 peak (such as forward-backward or polarization

asymmetries) are plagued by low rates and are generally not as dramatic as In

some other models,17' so that it may not be so easy to see the Z 2 at lower

energies.

The hadronic production of Z2 in pp and pp collisions also poses a bit of a

problem. In the limit of scheme "A" tn which H(2j) » HfZ,}, the Z 2 couples to

the (1(1). . charge in Eq. (4). For an S0(10) 16-spinor. the x charge Is (In

arbitrary units) - S for an SU{5) singlet, -1 for a 10, and + 3 for a 5*. The

3j_ belongs to a 5*. but dL> uL, and u~L all belong to a 10. Thus, in this limit,

(20)
r(z2 » uii) iz • i z

As a result of this rather feeble coupling to uu, the Z 2 turns out to be

somewhat harder to produce than one might expect. One can compare its production

to that of Z, at the same value of T s S/H
2. For H(Z2) • 3H(Z,), and

T » 10. one finds

o(pp * Z, • • • • ) TSS
same T

(21)

o(pp • Z2 + ••• ) ^ ,

oTpp + Z. + •.. ) " JS (Z2)

samer

whereas on purely dimensional grounds one might have expected these ratios to

be[H(Z,)/H(Z2)]
2= 1/9.

Let us surcnarize. There is no evidence so far against the "standard"

SU(2) x U(1) model of electroweak interactions. However, in the present

extension of that model one should keep an eye on forthcoming experiments on

atomic parity violation (both In heavy atoms and In hydrogen) for any

interisting deviations. The Z Q properties soon w i n be measured; Its mass bears

watching. None of these experiments-. however. Is likely to be able to rule out

"non-standard" physics much above Zcm • 200 GeV. To probe much above that

energy It will b* necessary to resort to high energy e V linear colliders

or high energy colliding hadron beams. What I have hoped to persuade you

through this one relatively modest S0(10) example Is that there are lots of

possibilities beyond the standard model, some of which may only be discovered by

experiments at the appropriate several-hundred-GeV energy scale.
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